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Tis research article describes a novel optimization technique called simulink design optimization (SDO) to compute the optimal
PID coefcients for an automatic voltage regulator (AVR).Te time-domain performance of the proposed controller was analyzed
using MATLAB/Simulation, and its performance was compared with that of water cycle algorithm, genetic algorithm, and local
unimodal sampling algorithm-based PID controllers. Te robustness of the proposed controller was verifed by applying the
disturbances to the generator feld voltage and the amplifer parameter uncertainty. Te studies presented in literature were
discussed the AVR loop stability using the Bode plot which will not give the minimum stability margins. Tis study proposes a
novel stability analysis called disk-based stability analysis to authenticate the stability of the AVR loop which is obtained by the
classical analysis. Tis stability was compared with the proposed stability analysis. Te MATLAB results reveal that the SDO-PID
controller regulates the terminal voltage of the generator precisely, is more robust to parameter uncertainty, and is more stable
than the other controllers. Te maximum allowable parameter uncertainty of the amplifer model was identifed as 102% of its
nominal parameters. Te stability margins are recognized as DGM� 10.40 dB and DPM� 56.50° for the AVR stability.

1. Introduction

Maintaining the power-grid voltage profle is a signifcant
challenge for power engineers. When the grid terminal
voltage profle deviates from its idle characteristics, it leads
to large variations in the power grid dynamics, and the
electrical apparatus, which depends on the power grid, may
drop rapidly [1, 2]. In addition, the reactive power consumed

by the load was greater than the active power consumption.
Tis can be mitigated by incorporating an AVR into the
power grid. Te key role of the AVR is to keep the grid
terminal voltage as constant, but the AVR does not perform
this task alone and requires a PI/PID controller for efective
control of the grid terminal voltage [3, 4].

Tuning the PID coefcients is a signifcant challenge for
plant engineers and researchers. Although diferent control
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ABSTRACT: Today, power consumption is 

increasing further because of this distribution systems 

face many challenges. In order to ensure the 

continuity and reliability of service for customers, 

electricity companies are obliged to develop and 

operate distribution networks efficiently. When high 

currents pass through the distribution networks with 

low voltage levels, this increases power losses and 

voltage instability. To resolve the above issues, 

consider reconfiguring the network and integrating 

distributed generation units into the distribution 

network. On this detail, the optimal placement and 

dimensioning of DGs are crucial. Otherwise, network 

performance will deteriorate. The problem of 

distributed generator (DG units) placement for power 

loss reduction in distribution systems is investigated 

in this thesis using Incremental Analysis (IA) method 

and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method. IA 

method is based on IA expressions to calculate the 

optimal size of four different DG types and a 

methodology to identify the best location for DG 

allocation. In PSO method, a two-stage methodology 

is used for placement and sizing of DG units. In both 

IA and PSO methods a DG injecting only Real power 

(P) is considered in this paper and are tested on IEEE 

15 bus and IEEE 69 bus test systems. Voltage profile 

graphs are also plotted for both methods. Results 

shows that IA method is effective when compared to 

PSO method. 

Keywords: DG, Optimal Placement, Incremental 

Analysis , Particle Swarm Optimization. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Particle Swarm Optimization  

 PSO is one of the optimization techniques 

are used to minimize or maximize the objective 

function such as to solve the problem in power 

system. PSO algorithm is considered as one of the 

modern heuristic algorithms for optimization 

developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, based 

on the swarm social behaviour of birds flocking and 

fish schooling in nature where that's have their own 

viewpoint to find food and eventually move only in 

one direction only for move to the best food in 

groups. In PSO, swarm means population; particle 

represents each member of the population. Each 

particle searches through the entire space by 

randomly moving in different directions and 

remembers the previous best solutions of that particle 

and also positions of its neighbour particles. Particles 

of a swarm adjust their position and velocity 

dynamically by communicating best positions of all 

the particles with each other. In this way, finally all 

particles in the swarm try to move towards better 

positions until the swarm reaches an optimal solution. 

Thus, due to its easy implementation and its ability to 
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Abstract 

 
Deregulation of the Energy sector is primarily intended to lower power costs to all 

consumers, in the presence of competition, the power sector would be compelled to improve 

its efficiency while simultaneously reducing losses and the economic generation cost are the 

most important problems in the power system operations, while meeting the load demand at 

minimum total fuel cost, and accounting for various unit and system constraints. All the users 

of the transmission facilities (generators and loads) should pay for the network usage of the 

system following an efficient transmission pricing mechanism that is able to recover cost of 

transmission loss and allocate them to transmission network users in a proper way. This results 

in economic power generation in all the units. For acquiring the optimal cost, a cascaded 

algorithm combining Lightning Search Algorithm (LSA) and Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) is utilized. The cost values obtained for the proposed scheme of transmission loss 

allocation are validated with the existing system (outage and non-outage conditions). The 

proposed worked is carried on IEEE 30- bus system. 

 
Keywords:- Lightning Search Algorithm, Particle Swarm, Economic Power Generation 

Optimization and Transmission Loss Allocation(TLA). 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Up to the 1990’s, the electric power sector was managed as a "regulated monopoly."  
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 Since the previous few decades, researchers and utilities have been 

extremely concerned about voltage instability because to the numerous 

instances of system blackouts caused by voltage instability that have been 

recorded in various regions of the world. With the development of synchro 

phasor technology, it appears conceivable to track and manage the system's 

voltage stability in real time. This study suggests using phasor measuring 

units (PMUs) placed strategically to monitor voltage stability margin online 

and to regulate it using a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM). 

According to the minimum reactive and real power loanability for the most 

of the line outages, STATCOM has been installed at the critical bus. Based 

on the difference between the bus voltage and its reference value, 

STATCOM supplies reactive power into the bus. PMU measurements are 

used to determine bus voltages at regular intervals, and reactive power is 

then added to the bus online as necessary. The increased voltage stability 

margin brought on by STATCOM injecting reactive power is continuously 

checked. Based on simulations performed on the IEEE 14-bus system and 

the New England 39-bus system, the effectiveness of the suggested approach 

for online monitoring and management of voltage stability margin (VSM) 

has been proven. 

Keywords: 

Nose curves 

PMU 

STATCOM 

Voltage stability 

VSM 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Voltage stability maintenance is crucial for the safe operation of power systems. Voltage instability 

may cause unacceptable low voltages to develop in a sizable portion of the network, which could cause 

voltage collapse in a sizable area [1]. The system has been advised to use a number of control strategies to 

guard against voltage breakdown. Lack of reactive support is one of the main causes of voltage instability. 

Reactive power transmission is challenging, especially under pressure. Local reactive support at essential 

buses therefore appears to be a workable solution to voltage instability. The advent of flexible AC 

transmission system (FACTS) controllers, which can efficiently control voltage stability of the system, is the 

result of advancements in power electronics technology [2]. A shunt controller called static synchronous 

compensator (STATCOM), which is a member of the FACTS family, can increase the voltage stability 

margin by injecting reactive power into the bus. Given the high cost, it's crucial to deploy STATCOM at the 

best position. Voltage stability margin is typically improved by providing adequate reactive power assistance 

at the crucial bus or weakest bus of the system. For the placement of STATCOM, the L-index based 

technique to identify key buses has been taken into consideration [3], [4]. Since Tokyo's voltage collapse, the 

P-V and Q-V curves based approach has been frequently utilized to determine the best position and size for 

STATCOM [5], [6]. These methods demand a lot of time and space. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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░ ABSTRACT- Efficient energy use is critical for a growing nation like India. The smart grid (SG) idea enables the creation 

of a highly dependable electricity system that optimizes existing resources. The Indian electricity grid as it now exists needs 

fundamental modifications to satisfy increasing demand and to make the system more intelligent and dependable. Since the past 

several decades, power system stability has been seen as a significant challenge to power system researchers and utilities. With a 

not many strategically placed Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), it may be feasible to observe the power system stability of the 

network. This article suggests an optimum location for PMUs, considering the effect of power system stability-related serious 

situations. The disturbances have been prioritized according to their voltage stability boundary (the gap among the stand case 

working and nose points). Changes in the voltage stability tolerance due to shifting load conditions were also considered in the 

crucial contingency determination. PMUs were inserted in the system based on Adaptive Mutated Particle Swarm Optimization 

(AMPSO) findings for the intact system and crucial contingency scenarios on the basis of voltage stability. The effectiveness of the 

suggested PMUs placement strategy was determined by examining nose curves produced with PMUs data and pseudo-observations 

under increasing demands to nose curves calculated offline using continuation power flow data. Using the software tool Power-

System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT), case studies were conducted on a conventional IEEE14 bus system and a realistic 246 bus Indian 

Power Grid system. 
 

Keywords: Optimal PMUs placement, Voltage stability, Contingencies, Adaptive Mutated Particle Swarm Optimization, 

Observability. 

 

 

 

░ 1. INTRODUCTION   
Reliable electric power is a prerequisite for every country's 

growth. Around 75% of India's electrical energy is produced by 

thermal power plants, which significantly affects the 

environment and contributes to global warming [1, 2]. 

Additionally, decreasing fossil fuel reserves will be unable to 

meet the growing need for electricity in the near future. By 

integrating the idea of the smart grid (SG), it is possible to 

improve resource usage and incorporate alternative energy 

resources (solar, wind, etc.) into the power network [2, 3]. The 

observability requirement ensures the utilization of current, 

power, and voltage flow data for all buses in the smart grid. 

With the development of phasor technology, researchers have 

emphasized its use in monitoring and controlling power system 

stability. Phasor readings made using Phasor Measurement 

Units (PMUs) may be used to address a variety of power system 

network problems [4]. PMU technology has a long history of 

monitoring, regulating, and safeguarding power systems [5]. 
  

Cost and other constraints prohibit the majority of utilities from 

deploying PMUs on all network buses. Thus, the optimum 

position for PMUs may be determined by considering a variety 

of factors such as network transient stability, vulnerability, 

observability, and voltage stability. The method based on 

network observability may use either topological or numerical 

observability [6]. Numerical observability methods use a gain 

matrix for jacobian measurement that represents the 

measurement set and system setup. Several techniques that take 

numerical observability into account include those that use 

simulated annealing [7], Tabu search [8], and Genetic 

Algorithm [9]. The location of PMUs using numerical 

observability has been studied in light of dynamic susceptibility 

[10], transitory stability [11], consistency [12], and estimation 

of state [13]. A semi definite programming method based on 

arithmetical observability has been explored for the optimum 

placement of PMUs, taking into account the presence of zero-

injections, conventional measurements, and the effect of the 

PMU ports limit [14]. 
 

Arithmetic observability-based techniques are loaded costly 

due to the massive matrix operations required, and in the event 

of bulk power system networks, the measured matrices may 

become ill-conditioned. Methods based on topographical 

observability take graph theoretic features of power system 

networks into account. The location of PMUs only considered 

on topological considerations [15-17] may be insufficient to 
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     ABSTRACT:- 

The changes in the recent industry trends have given rise to a technological evolution, which is leading 
to the development of Industry 4.0 with highly automated industries through human-machine interaction. As 
the process gets more complex and cumbersome, automation becomes more vital for the growth and efficiency 
of a system. Automated machines are more accurate, versatile and  and timely and reduce the probability of 

error significantly. In recent years, numerous systems were proposed to operate as a writing machine that can 
give output in predefined fonts. The system proposed in this paper deals with recognizing the text in the 
document and then giving the output in the user’s font. Using this method Additionally, the weight of the entire 
system is made relatively lower than the other commercially available writing machine. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the world is entering the dawn of a new era, 
manufacturing is undergoing an evolution, which has 
been termed Industry 4.0 or Smart Manufacturing. The 
speed with which industries are moving towards digital 
technologies like industrial robotics, 3D printing, 
machine learning, optical character recognition, cloud 

computing, augmented reality and sensors can make  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

the Industry 4.0 revolution more realistic.  
The human race is turning to robots to do the work 

and reduce human effort. In this society which is 
undergoing rapid change, time and manpower are the 
major critical constraints in the completion of any 
tasks on large scales and with efficiency. Therefore 
automation is playing a significant role in saving a lot 

of human efforts in most of the regularly carried out 
works like welding, painting, assembly, container 
filling, writing, etc. As far as writing is concerned, the 
time and effort taken in typing the keys on a keyboard 
which is time-consuming and requires a lot of skills 
and human effort can be avoided with the help of 
automation. 

Some technologies such as automated voice-to-

text converters are used to write only the inbuilt 

fonts like Roman, Calibri, Arial, Impact, Georgia, 

etc. The paper aims to design and develop a 

system that is capable of writing on a page with 

the help of a pen in the user’s specific handwriting 
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Abstract: 
In this paper another medium voltage staggered multistring configuration is presented in light of a 

three-phase cascade H-bridge (CHB) converter and various string dc converters. The proposed configuration 

empowers a huge increment of the complete limit of the PV framework, while further developing power quality 

and efficiency. The converter structure is very flexible and particular since it decouples the lattice converter 

from the PV string converter, which permits to achieve free control objectives. The fundamental test of the 

proposed configuration is to deal with the intrinsic power awkward nature that happen not just between the 

various cells of one period of the converter yet in addition between the three stages. The control technique to 

manage these consequences is likewise presented in this paper. Recreation consequences of a cascade H-bridge 
(seven level) for a multistring PV framework are introduced to approve the proposed geography and control 

strategy 

Keywords: Inverters, frequency control, voltage control, THD, MPPT control, PV system 

 
I. INTRODUCTION: 

To tackle worldwide energy emergency 

and natural issues, sustainable power 

sources, particularly photovoltaic (PV) age 

has been grown quickly during last many 

years. With the expanded PV age 

infiltration into the power framework, the 

extent of regular simultaneous generators 

has been diminished emphatically. This 

prompts the debilitated power framework 

reaction to control vacillations and 

framework flaws, carrying expected 

dangers to the matrix security. What's 

more, PV cells generally work at most 

extreme power point following (MPPT) 

mode. At the point when the network 

recurrence drops, their result dynamic 

power can't be expanded to execute the 

recurrence reaction control. To resolve the 

previously mentioned issue, lattice 

recurrence support from the PV age 

framework has joined wide consideration. 
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Abstract: 
In this paper another medium voltage staggered multistring configuration is presented in light of a three-

phase cascade H-bridge (CHB) converter and various string dc converters. The proposed configuration empowers a 

huge increment of the complete limit of the PV framework, while further developing power quality and efficiency. 

The converter structure is very flexible and particular since it decouples the lattice converter from the PV string 

converter, which permits to achieve free control objectives. The fundamental test of the proposed configuration is to 

deal with the intrinsic power awkward nature that happen not just between the various cells of one period of the 

converter yet in addition between the three stages. The control technique to manage these consequences is likewise 
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Abstract: Double-pipe counter-flow heat exchangers are considered more suitable for heat recovery
in the heat transfer industry. Numerous studies have been conducted to develop static tools for
optimizing operating parameters of heat exchangers. Using this study, an improved heat exchanger
system will be developed. This is frequently used to solve optimization problems and find optimal so-
lutions. The Taguchi method determines the critical factor affecting a specific performance parameter
of the heat exchanger by identifying the significant level of the factor affecting that parameter. Gray
relational analysis was adopted to determine the gray relational grade to represent the multi-factor
optimization model, and the heat exchanger gray relation coefficient target values that were predicted
have been achieved using ANN with a back propagation model with the Levenberg–Marquardt drive
algorithm. The genetic algorithm improved the accuracy of the gray relational grade by assigning
gray relational coefficient values as input to the developed effective parameter. This study also
demonstrated significant differences between experimental and estimated values. According to
the results, selecting the parameters yielded optimal heat exchanger performance. Using a genetic
algorithm to solve a double-pipe heat exchanger with counterflow can produce the most efficient
heat exchanger.

Keywords: double-pipe heat exchanger; genetic algorithm; gray

1. Introduction

Global urbanization and a growing population have increased the demand for energy.
Oil, gas, coal, etc., are fossil fuels, and their use has a negative impact on the environment.
As a result, energy-saving strategies and renewable energy sources have been employed
in order to address this problem [1]. As a result, an effective thermal system is being
developed to reduce energy consumption. It is widely recognized that heat exchangers are
essential components in a variety of industries, including electric, petroleum, electronics,
chemical, and aerospace [2,3].

The design of heat exchangers has evolved significantly over time as heavy and light
machinery are used in different industries. The Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Associa-
tion (TEMA) has developed and adopted standards that specify the design, construction,

Processes 2023, 11, 1674. https://doi.org/10.3390/pr11061674 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/processes
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Abstract
Rare earth materials containing magnesium alloy AZ91B and AZ31B is finding widespread use in
the automotive, aerospace and military industries due to its greater strength-to-weight ratio and
formability. Magnesium is typically regarded as difficult to fuse together through material fusion
procedures due to flaws found in welding inclusions, porosity and welded junction distortions.
Friction stir welding solid state joining procedure is used for Mg joining alloys successfully. The
process variables influencing the combined characteristics of weldments include tool pin
geometry, downward axial force, tool welding speed (rpm). In the current research, five distinct
tool types were used to create friction stir weldment geometries. There were 18 trials overall
with 3 components and 8 stages run in accordance with the primary composite design matrix.
The information produced by a mathematical model through response surface approach was
sufficient for the developed ANOVA was used to verify the model. Large interaction between
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Abstract  

 

In the Current work, hybrid composites were prepared by reinforcing nanoparticles into the aluminum alloys (Al 6068 

and Al 7075). The Al 6068 and Al 7075 aluminum alloys are reinforced with TiO2 and BN by a stir casting process. 

The wear behavior and mechanical properties were investigated by performing hardness test and tensile test and 

compressive test and wear test was conducted under the dry sliding conditions. And performed the microstructural 

study to know the bond formed between the alloy and reinforcements. The samples are prepared as per ASME 

standards, and stirring speed (650 rpm), stirring time(15 min), % weight of reinforcement (3%), and stirring 

temperature (7500
 C) is considered as process parameters to fabricate the samples to perform mechanically and wear 

properties. The samples are fabricated by the combination Al 6068+TiO2, Al 6068+BN, Al 6068+TiO2+BN, Al 

7075+TiO2, Al 7075+BN, and Al 7075+TiO2+BN. And the mechanical test was performed and studied the results 

obtained, and also the wear behavior of the hybrid composite was recorded and finally the analyzed the bonding 

between alloy and reinforcements of the composite materials by the SEM images.  

 

Keywords: SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope), Hybrid Composition, Stir casting, Nanoparticles. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
Due to the fact that agriculture produces a significant amount of the world's food supply, it is one of the topics 
of interest that the public is most focused on. India's frugality is primarily influenced by the agricultural industry. 
The majority of India's agricultural crops are constantly adversely impacted by changes in the global 
environment. An extremely important and challenging task before cultivation is predicting the crop yield based 
on the location and the season. The Random Forest Algorithm is used. It gives growers and manufacturers a 
way to promote their products effectively and a technique to anticipate crop yields before planting. Deep 
reinforcement learning creates a comprehensive crop yield prediction framework that can transfer the raw data 
to the crop prediction values by combining the intelligence of reinforcement learning and deep learning. The 
dataset is used as the input. In the end, the experimental results display the accuracy rating and project the crop 
yield. 
 
INDEX TERMS: 

Crop yield prediction, deep recurrent Q-network, deep reinforcement learning, intelligent agrarian application.     

INTRODUCTION: 

Agriculture produces the majority of the world's food, it is one of the areas of interest. Due to a shortage or lack 
of food, famine is currently occurring in several nations. A convincing method to eliminate shortages is to 
increase food production. The stated and most significant goals of the United Nations are to increase food 
security and decrease hunger by 2030. Therefore, it is essential for the world's food production that crop 
protection, land mapping, and crop yield forecasts are done. Since the advent of tools for mechanical learning 
(ML), information science, and neuroscience, agriculture has become a significant trade partner. In order to 
enhance human health, agriculture tries to continuously improve agricultural yields and, therefore, crop quality. 

Similar to an umbrella, machine learning contains crucial color theories and methods. The usage of machine 
learning with the Random Forest algorithm can be shown when examining excellent agricultural models. A 
well-liked machine learning algorithm is Random Forest. It has the ability to manage very huge data collections. 
To extract potential knowledge from the information already accessible, data scientists employ a variety of 
machine learning methods. 

Since a significant percentage of the food that society consumes is produced by the agricultural sector, it is one 
of the major areas of interest to society. Currently, an increasing population combined with a shortage or absence 
of food causes famine in many countries. Increasing food production is a powerful way to end starvation. By 
2030, the United Nations must achieve two important goals: increasing food security and reducing hunger. 
Therefore, crop protection, land evaluation, and crop yield forecast are of more significant importance to the 
production of food globally [1].  

The ability of a nation's policymakers to analyze exports and imports appropriately and strengthen national food 
security rests on accurate forecasting. The forecast of yield helps cultivators and farmers make financial and 
management decisions. To establish the level of food security in a region, agricultural supervision, especially 
the observation of crop productivity, is essential [2]. On the other hand, crop yield forecasting is extremely 
difficult due to a number of complex factors. Crop yield is largely influenced by climate factors, soil quality, 
landscapes, insect infestations, water availability and quality, genotype, and other factors [3] – [5]. The 
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ABSTRACT  Licence plate detection identifies the vehicle by using the licence plate and image 

processing. The objective is to create and implement a system that is efficient at recognising 

automobiles by their licence plates, which act as a key to their identity. The system can be installed at 

parking lot entrances, toll booth entrances, or any other private area, such as a college, to keep track 

of vehicles arriving and exiting. It could be used to limit vehicle access to people who have permission 

to enter the premises. The developed system takes a photo of the front of the car, searches for the 

licence plate, and then reads the plate. The vehicle's licence plate is obtained by image processing. The 

employing of feature extraction and classification for modeling purposes. Regarding the  software's 

implementation using computer vision numerous photographs are utilised to evaluate its accuracy.  As 

per inferences, the proposed model correctly locates and classifies the vehicles numberplate. 

INDEX TERMS Vehicles License plate images, OpenCV, PyTesseract OCR, License Plate 

Recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since China's social and fiscal status has been progressively rising over the past few decades, 

the degree at which the nation's automobiles are gaining popularity globally has increased 

significantly. Even so, as the amount of motor vehicles has expanded dramatically as a consequence 

of the creation of global travel and urban manufacturing, increasing numbers of road user failures have 

occurred in China, especially with the building projects of roadways, in which the high injury costs of 

crashes had also risen exponentially. Currently, the best way to reduce traffic is to build more transit 

system, but this option is limited by a number of challenges, including limited funding and poorly 

planned roadways. Adopting a transit network, a mass transit system based on automated processes, 

artificial, and computerization, is one alternative. 
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ABSTRACT: 

We use some communication means to convey messages digitally. Digital tools allow two or 

more persons to coordinate with each other. This communication can be textual, visual, audio, and 

written. Smart devices including cell phones are the major sources of communication these days. 

Intensive communication through SMSs is causing spamming as well. Unwanted text messages define 

as junk information that we received in gadgets. Most of the companies promote their products or 

services by sending spam texts which are unwelcome. In general, most of the time spam emails more 

in numbers than Actual messages. In this paper, we have used text classification techniques to define 

SMS and spam filtering in a short view, which segregates the messages accordingly. In this paper, we 

apply some classification methods along with “machine learning algorithms” to identify how many

SMS are spam or not. For that reason, we compared different classified methods on dataset collection 

on which work done by using the Weka tool.  

Index Terms: Spam Messages, Classification, Spam Filtering, Comparison 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

In five years, there will be 3.8 billion mobile phone (smartphone) users, up from 1 billion . China, 

India, and the US are the top three countries in terms of mobile usage. Short Message Service,

sometimes known as SMS, is a text messaging service that has been around for a while. You can use 

SMS services even without an internet connection. SMS service is thus accessible on both smartphones 

and low-end mobile devices. Although there are numerous text messaging apps on smart phones, such 

as WhatsApp, this service can only be used online. However, SMS is available at all times. 

Consequently, the need for SMS services is growing daily. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The global impact of the corona virus disease is significant. Firmly stop the corona virus from spreading. A single-shot detector 
(SSD)-based object identification technique that focuses on accurate, real-time face mask detection in densely populated settings 
such as communities and workplaces where there are a lot of people is described. On the basis of two methodologies, we suggest 
a system in this project. Single-shot multi-box recognition, often known as SSD, is a technique for identifying people wearing 
face masks in an image in a single attempt. By removing the area recommendation network, which causes an accuracy loss, SSD 
is employed to accelerate the cycle. Implementing our application in closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance systems. It 
will identify who is wearing the mask and who is not by using mobilenetV2 and machine learning techniques. With the aid of 
the single shot detection technique, it can filter photographs on the spot and distinguish between them. The data collected during 
this process, such as image capture, is kept in the cloud to ensure that the application functions properly. 
Keywords: MobilenetV2, Single Shot Detection, Mask, Detection, Dataset, Virus, and Data Sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The newest virus that has swept the globe in only a few months is the coronavirus (COVID-19). The World Health Organization 
labeled this virus a global pandemic on March 11, 2020, although it first appeared at the beginning of December 2019 close to 
Wuhan City in Hubei Province, China (WHO). More than 2 million fatalities have been documented globally, and the World Health 
Organization estimates that many millions of individuals have been infected with the virus up to this point. Fever, a dry cough, and 
exhaustion are among the most typical symptoms of a coronavirus. Close physical contact with those who have been exposed to the 
virus through coughs, sneezes, or exhales makes it easy to spread. Throughout the world, the WHO had issued a state of emergency 
and programme for detecting face masks that can be utilized in a variety of settings, including business offices, malls, theatres, and 
other venues where there are plenty of people. We utilised the historical object detection model MobilenetV2 to create this 
application. We frequently use them. In the Kaggle face mask detection dataset, which is openly accessible. 
A 224*224 pixel starting network resolution is used to train this model. Higher detection will be achieved with higher resolution. 
"Validating the usage and detection of the mask using machine learning" is used to determine whether or not someone is using a 
face mask. People who work in big groups, those who have moderate symptoms, and those who are caring for others who are ill 
have all been advised by medical professionals to wear masks. The system is tailored to MobilenetV2[6] technology, the Voila Jones 
algorithmic programme, and a Single-shot detection tool depending on the requirements in order to make our work easier. It may 
also determine what percentage of people are wearing masks and what percentage are not. The result produced by this model is 
accurate and cost-effective. 

A 224*224 pixel starting network resolution is used to train this model. Higher detection will be achieved with higher resolution. 
"Validating the usage and detection of the mask using machine learning" is used to determine whether or not someone is using a 
face mask. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

In today's higher education institutions, predictive analytics applications have become a pressing need. In order to generate 
high-quality performance and valuable data for all educational levels, predictive analytics used sophisticated analytics that 
included the application of machine learning. the majority of people are aware that One of the main metrics that may be used 
by educators to track students' academic progress is their grades. In the last ten years, a wide range of machine learning 
algorithms has been proposed by researchers in the field of education. To improve the performance of predicting student grades, 
addressing imbalanced datasets presents serious difficulties. Therefore, this study gives a thorough review of machine learning 
algorithms to predict the final student grades in the first semester courses by enhancing the performance of prediction accuracy. 
In this study, we'll emphasize two modules. Using a dataset of 1282 genuine student course grades, we assess the accuracy 
performance of six well-known machine learning techniques: Decision Tree (J48), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Nave Bayes 
(NB), K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random Forest (RF). In order to reduce overfitting and 
misclassification results brought on by imbalanced multi-classification based on oversampling Synthetic Minority Oversampling 
Technique (SMOTE) using two feature selection methods, we have suggested a multiclass prediction model. The outcomes 
demonstrate that the suggested model integrates with RF and gives a notable improvement with the greatest f-measure of 99.5%. 
This model's suggested findings are comparable and encouraging, and they have the potential to improve the model's 
performance predictions for imbalanced multi-classification for student grade prediction.  
Keywords: Predictive Model, Unbalanced Issue, Forecasting Student Grades, and Multi-Class Classification 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Every institution in higher education institutions (HEI) has a system for managing the academic performance of its students. This 
system is used to keep track of all the information about students, including their grades on final exams and their performance in 
various courses and programmes. Every semester, a student academic performance report is produced using the total number of 
recorded student grades and marks to assess the course's success. Insightful data about student academic performance can be found 
using the repository's data. According to Solomon et al., a significant difficulty in HEI is assessing students' academic 
performance.The influencing factors that might significantly affect a student's academic performance have been well-defined as a 
result by numerous earlier researches. In contrast to final student scores on the final exam, the most frequent determinants depend 
on socioeconomic background, demographics, and learning activities. For this reason, we see that one strategy for enhancing 
students' academic performance is the tendency of anticipating their grades.  
The HEI has successfully benefited from predictive analytics. Finding hidden patterns and making predictions about trends in a 
sizable database may be a promising strategy to help the competitive educational field. It has been applied to address issues in a 
number of educational fields, including course selection, academic early warning systems, dropout prediction, and student 
performance. Furthermore, over time, the use of predictive analytics to forecast student academic success has grown. One crucial 
aspect that might aid to enhance a student's academic success is their capacity to predict grades. Numerous studies conducted in the 
past have discovered that different machine learning techniques are effective at forecasting student academic achievement. However, 
it is challenging to locate the associated studies on mechanisms to enhance the imbalanced multi-classification problem in predicting 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Early disease diagnosis and prevention are crucial in the medical field. One of the world's most hazardous diseases is diabetes. 
Sugar and fat are commonly found in modern lifestyles. In our eating behaviours, which has elevated the risk of diabetes. It is 
crucial to comprehend the disease's signs in order to predict it. Machine-learning (ML) techniques are useful at the moment for 
disease identification. The model for predicting diabetes in this paper uses a fused machine learning technique. Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models make up the two different sorts of models that make up the 
conceptual framework. The dataset is examined by these models to assess if a diabetes diagnosis is accurate or not. The training 
data and testing data ratios for the dataset employed in this study are, respectively, 70:30. While the fuzzy logic ultimately decides 
whether a diabetes diagnosis is positive or negative, the output of these models serves as the input membership function for the 
fuzzy model. The fused models are saved in a cloud storage system for further usage. The fused model makes a prediction about 
the patient's diabetes status based on the patient's current medical record. The suggested fused ML model outperforms the 
previously published approaches with a prediction accuracy of 94.87. 

Keywords: Logistic Regression , SVM , ANN ,ML techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most widespread and chronic metabolic diseases in the world is diabetes. Diabetes comes in Type-1 and Type-2 varieties. 
Type-1 diabetes develops inside the body when the immune system harms pancreatic Beta cells (-cells), which results in the release 
of either very little or no insulin. An autoimmune condition known as type 2 diabetes occurs when the pancreas cells do not make 
enough insulin or the body's cells do not respond to insulin, causing blood glucose levels to become out of control. 

Type-1 diabetes is a condition marked by an insufficiency of the hormone insulin, which raises blood glucose levels and weakens 
the metabolism of proteins, carbs, and lipids. Polyuria, Polydipsia, and Weakness are among the diabetes symptoms (iv) (v) Obesity 
and Polyphagia (vi) Sudden-Weight-Loss (vii) (vii) Genital-Thrush (viii) (viii) Itching (x), irritability (ix), and visual blurriness (xi) 
Delayed-Healing \s(xii) Partial-Paresis (xiii) (xiii) Muscle-Stiffness (xiv) (xiv) Alopecia, \setc. [1] . . Due to several health 
consequences, diabetes, a metabolic illness, is responsible for millions of deaths worldwide each year. Between 2000 and 2019 
worldwide, there was a 70% increase in the fatality rate due to diabetes [2]. 

To identify these lethal diseases, a sophisticated ML-based diagnostic system is needed.Patients with diabetes can be successfully 
diagnosed at an early stage using an ML-based expert decision system. For the purpose of predicting diabetes, researchers used a 
variety of different datasets. An adequate dataset with the required features for training and validation is required for ML-based 
frameworks. The dataset's selection of pertinent and important features improves the ML model's capacity for precise prediction. 
The dataset utilized in the suggested system was assembled by the hospital in Sylhet, Bangladesh and is available in the (University 
of California Irvine) UCI Machine Learning repository [3]. 

When food is not properly absorbed by the body, it results in diabetic mellitus (DM), which changes the body's glucose levels. 
Healthy eating and a change in lifestyle are two diabetes prevention strategies against malnutrition or obesity, which are occasionally 
the disease's main causes. Additionally, by lowering the risk of health issues and controlling blood pressure, these steps aid. 
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Abstract: 

Twitter's main objective is to make it possible for everyone to create and exchange information, as well 

as to freely express their beliefs and presuppositions. The purpose of Twitter is to facilitate public 

discourse, which necessitates the representation of a variety of viewpoints. Nonetheless, it does not 

encourage violence against, openly attack, or undermine people based on their ethnicity, country, public 

cause, rank, sexual orientation, age, incapacity, or real sickness. Hate speech may be harmful to an 

individual or a community. Thus, using hate speech is not suitable. Hate speech is now widely employed 

on social media platforms as a result of a rise in their use. Hence, it is impossible to recognise hate 

remarks by hand. Hence, it is essential to create a model for automatically detecting hate speech, and 

this study illustrates many methods of using Natural Language Processing to classify hate speech using 

machine learning algorithms. 

Keywords: Hate Speech, Random Forest, Tf-Idf, Logistic Regression, and Bag of Words.   

I.INTRODUCTION 

People are adopting social media platforms to share their opinions due to social media's growing 

popularity. It might be challenging to express harsh or disrespectful thoughts to someone face-to-face. 

Many thus believe it is acceptable to abuse others or publish objectionable content online. As a result, 

people feel comfortable sharing such material online. As a result, hate speech on social media is 

becoming more prevalent every day. In order to manage such a big number of users on social media, 

technologies for automated identification of hate speech are needed. In this study, we classify whether or 

not a statement constitutes hate speech using machine learning techniques[13]. There are many uses for 

machine learning, and text-based categorization is one of them. The same set of characteristics utilised 

by machine learning algorithms is employed to represent each instance, or in this case, each tweet. 

Machine learning algorithms may address two different sorts of problems: supervised and unsupervised. 

The task of training a model using a given dataset that contains both a collection of features and labels is 

known as supervised learning. Even though the training system function for unsupervised learning uses 

data sets that are neither labelled nor categorised[3]. Based on the labels in the dataset, supervised 

learning is further separated into two types: regression and classification. Here, our sole focus is 
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ABSTRACT: A pandemic COVID-19, which started in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, and 
within Several weeks it had expanded to around 200 nations. Each nation that had the sickness began 
to take its toll the required steps to preventing the spread, give sick individuals the greatest  medical 
treatment possible, and implement safeguards to restrict the growth. It became necessary to simulate 
the progress of infection in order to predict the number of patients, using calculation because the 
infection spread exponentially. The essential ingredient is  steps perhaps regional governments might 
implement to stop the span, manage hospital burden, and allocate resources is their evaluation of 
these people. In this study, long short-term memory was used to anticipate the number of COVID-
19 patients in Pakistan. For classification, prediction, and regression, recurrent neural networks of a
specific type known as LSTM are used. We trained the RNN model with Pakistani Covid-19 data 
from March 2020 to May 2020 in order to anticipate the Covid-19 Percentage of Positive Patients 
for June 2020. Finally, we computed the mean absolute percentage error to measure the model's 
prediction performance on various LSTM units, batch sizes, and epochs. (MAPE). When anticipated 
patients are compared to a prediction model for the same time, the results reveal that the proposed 
model's predicted patient count is substantially closer to the actual patient count. 
Keywords— COVID-19, robust learning, prognosticate, lstm, infection, risk assessment, prognosis. 

 
1.INTRODUCTION 

Since December 2019 in Wuhan, China, the global pandemic Corona infection illness 
(COVID-19) [1] began. Initially, only 2873 deaths in China were reported, while 104 deaths were 
reported outside of China. Up until February 2020, it increased mortality rate by 3.6% and 1.5%. 
Although it started in China, it quickly spread over the world and had a high fatality rate, particularly 
in the US, Italy, the UK, and Spain. Despite it started in China, it quickly lay off  over the world and 
had a high fatality rate, particularly in the US, Italy, the UK, and Spain. Around 80 000 patients were 
recorded in China as of March 1, 2020, while 7 200 people were spotted elsewhere in the world [3]. 
The coronavirus outbreak first appeared in China, but by March 15, 2020, the region's population 
had overtaken that of Europe and the USA. There are currently more deaths in a few areas than there 
are overall China. Positive indicators numbered more than 3,000,000 in the world by the end of April 
2020, having over 210 000 fatalities [4].

A zoonosis called COVID-19 that starts in creatures and can spread to people through
reconnecting, variation, and adaptation. Despite the fact that Covid-19 and the flu appear to be similar
[5], there are important differences between the two viruses in the pace of transmission. Compared
to the Covid- 19 virus, influenza has shorter serial incubation time and midway time interval [5]. In
this example, During the gestation stage, the amount between being exposed to the disease and the
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ABSTRACT:  

One  of  the  most prevalent  and  deadly  diseases affecting 
 human  health  is cardiovascular disease (CVD). Early diagnosis may allow for CVD mitigation 
or prevention, which may lower mortality rates. A viable strategy is to locate risk indicators using 
machine learning algorithms. To obtain accurate cardiac disease prediction, we would want to suggest 
a model that combines various techniques. We have successfully created accurate data for the training 
model using effective approaches for data collection, pre-processing, and data transformation. In 
order to allow for comparisons, the findings are presented  separately.  Using  the RFBM and 
Relief feature selection approaches, we can infer from the outcome analysis that our suggested model 
 provided  the  maximum accuracy (99.05%).  

KEYWORDS: CVD, heart disease, machine learning, K-nearest  
neighbours, gradient boosting, decision trees, random forests, and relief feature selection techniques. 

INTRODUCTION:  

The most serious and fatal disease affecting people has been described as 
cardiovascular disease. A significant danger and burden is being placed on the healthcare systems 
around the world by the rise in cardiovascular illnesses with high death rates. Although children can 
also have similar health problems, men are more likely than women to develop cardiovascular 
disorders, especially in middle or late life.  

One-third of deaths worldwide are attributable to heart disease, according to data supplied by the 
WHO. About 3% of the overall health care budget is spent on treating heart disease, and roughly half 
of all patients with heart disease pass away within just 1-2 years of diagnosis. Multiple tests are 
necessary to predict cardiac disease. False projections could be caused by a lack of medical staff 
experience. It can be challenging to make an early diagnosis. Surgery for heart disease is difficult, 
especially in underdeveloped nations where there is a dearth of skilled medical personnel, diagnostic 
equipment, and other resources needed for accurate diagnosis and treatment of heart disease patients.  

When taught on relevant data, machine learning algorithms are capable of accurately recognising the 
disorders. The comparison of prediction models may be done with publicly available datasets on heart 
disease. Using the vast resources that are accessible, researchers may create the best prediction model 
with the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence. It has been stressed in recent research that 
there is a need to lower CVD-related mortality in both adults and children. Proper pre-processing is 
an important step since the available clinical datasets are inconsistent and redundant. It is crucial to 
choose the key aspects that can be included as risk variables in prediction models.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

In Our project, Malicious website identification and detection is usually get to know the websites which are fake and 
hazard using Machine Learning. Hazard websites or malicious websites, is a common and serious threat to cyber 
security. Our daily lives now include extensive internet usage. Therefore, in a bid to capture users' attention, many 
browser suppliers compete to include cutting-edge features and new capabilities that serve as a target for hackers 
and endanger websites. The current methods, however, fall short of what is needed to safeguard web users, who 
need a quick and accurate model that can tell apart between safe and dangerous web pages. In this study, we 
develop a new classification system that uses machine learning classifiers like random forest and support vector 
machine to assess and identify harmful web pages. Naïve Bayes, logistic regression and some special URL (Uniform 
Resource Locator) based on extricated features the classifiers are trained to predict the malicious web pages. The 
experimental results have shown that the performance of the random forest classifier achieves better accuracy of 
95% in comparison to other machine learning classifiers. 

Keywords: URL, malicious websites, machine learning, detection. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

With the web's quick expansion, consumers now have access to an increasing number of services including online banking, 
e-commerce, social networking, shopping, bill payment, e-learning, etc. Users browse the internet using browsers [4] or 
web applications. As more sophisticated features and capabilities are added to browsers, users run the danger of losing their 
sensitive and personal data [3]. Because uninformed visitors are unaware of the many forms of malware, they are readily 
taken advantage of by attackers with only one click on malicious websites, which enables attackers to identify web page 
vulnerabilities and inject payloads to gain remote access to the victim's website. Because of this, it is crucial to accurately 
identify web pages in an online environment that is constantly expanding. In order to combat problems, blacklisting 
services were built into browsers, however they have a number of drawbacks, such as inaccurate listing[3]. In this paper, we 
investigate a self-learning method for web page classification using a limited feature set. Four machine learning classifiers 
are used to divide the website into benign and harmful web page categories. 

“The remaining study is organised as follows: Section II covers relevant work, Section III discusses methodology, Section 
IV illustrates the analysis of the experimental results, and Section V offers the research's conclusion and makes 
recommendations for more research.” 

RELATED WORK 
 

Blacklisting, static analysis, and dynamic analysis are three separate strategies that research practitioners recommend using 
to identify dangerous online pages. Each strategy aims to achieve a certain goal, and we've covered some of these methods 
in order. Datasetldwairi et al. gathered benign web sites. According to the features listed, [3] proposed a novel lightweight 
selflearning technique for recognising dangerous web pages. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) was employed in the MALURL 
framework to train classifiers that can recognise malicious online pages. Consideration was given to the data sets Phis Tank 
for harmful websites and Alexa for benign websites. It was discovered that the typical system precision was 87%. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Due to the expansion of smartphones and the App stores, the number of mobile applications is 

exponentially growing. Users can download a variety of Apps that offer useful services for practically 

every part of modern life, including socialising, listening to music, watching videos, and browsing the 

web, to name a few. The current Google and Google Play store recommendation system is said to

make suggestions for apps that are similar to the target application while also taking into account the 

popularity of each app. 

However, it does not account for the security features of each programme or the user's preferences. 

End users can access a wide variety of mobile applications (or apps) through app stores. These apps 

typically produce network traffic, which uses up users' mobile data plans and could potentially pose a 

security risk. Due to the lack of a standardised measuring methodology, it is currently difficult to 

understand how much and what kind of network traffic a mobile app produces in the real world. 

In this paper, we quantify and examine the network traffic costs associated with Android apps available 

in the official Android stores. Our analysis of the data reveals that the traffic costs for apps in various 

categories vary. Regarding the cost of network traffic, there is a notable variation among the apps with 

comparable functionality. Then, in contrast to traditional app recommendation methods, we 

incorporate measurements of traffic cost into our algorithm for app recommendation. According to 

experimental findings, the recommended recommendation algorithm can successfully guide mobile 

app users away from a number of potential security and privacy problems brought on by the unneeded 

network traffic consumption. 

Keywords: Content Based Filtering, Recommendation Systems, Unsupervised Machine Learning,

Android Applications.
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ABSTRACT:  

Since computer networks and modern communications have advanced, it is now simpler, quicker, 
undetectable, and more secure to establish covert connections than it was in the past. A system security 
protocol can be violated to allow the release of encrypting messages over a channel. Among the most 
challenging aspects is still identifying such dangerous, invisible, and camouflaged risks. Traditional 
Security procedures are not able to identify this hazard since it uses ways that are not intended to be 
used for communication. An introduction to covert operations was given in this review. definitions, 
varieties, and developments in channels, with a focus on machine learning testing methods computer 
learning techniques. It offers a thorough analysis of the most common hidden channels, along with an 
analysis of the ML techniques employed to counter them and an analysis of their successes as well as 
restrictions. Moreover, this work provides experiment that compares analysis of many widely utilised 
ML techniques in this field. This led to evaluation and reporting of these classifiers' performance. The 
report's findings include that absolutely nothing is safe, our info is still in danger, and more work on 
finding secret passageways is required. This project's main objective is to determine whether or not a 
covert channel in the network is normal. To do this, we have employed the classification techniques 
Random Forest, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, ANN, and Support Vector Machines. 
KEYWORDS: Machine learning. , Support Vector Machines, ANN, Random Forest, Decision tree and  

Naive Bayes. 

INTRODUCTION: 

A way of establishing communication between two parties in order to leak information discreetly is 
known as a covert channel. The organization's established security policies are broken by this 
communication. The development of clandestine channels across computer networks was later made 
possible by grilling, which expanded this idea to computer network platforms. There are now various 
situations that are complex enough to be of hidden channels discovered thanks to the enhanced 
development of computer network techniques, creating many difficulties for those trying to establish 
clandestine communication. A variety of malevolent acts have been made easier through network-
covert channels. A covert channel differs from more established secret message transfer techniques in 
that it hides both the content and the route of the transmission. Network-covert channels are used to 
protect the transmission of private messages, in particular, have two things in mind. Security of 
communication links and material is one of these features. The security of these aspects is significantly 
enhanced by network hidden channels. Techniques by using covert channels are increasing everyday as 
a result of the influence of modern communication technology. These key elements for creating covert 
channel approaches are outlined in. Among these elements are recent advancements in internal control 
protocol technology, switching techniques, and network and communication technologies. This section 
offers a succinct overview of attacks on covert channel demonstrate the threat that quickly materialise 
into significant issues that require attention. 
 
An explanation of the numerous covert channel types is given in the section that follows, with a focus 
on the two main categories of covert methods. The widespread application of covert channel strategies 
in cutting-edge technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT), the IPv6 protocol, and VoLTE 
technological advances, is then covered in Section III. It explains how covert channel assaults can employ 
these technologies and techniques to their advantage and provides a flexible framework for creating 
different covert channels of distribution that pose a variety of security challenges. The heart of our work 
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ABSTRACT: 

As a result of increase in internet usage, there is a massive amount of information available to web users, as 
well as a massive amount of new information being created daily. To facilitate internet pick-up, trading ideas, 
and disseminating assessments, the internet has evolved into a stage of large volumes of data. Facebook, 
Online product Reviews and Twitter generate a lot of data every day. As a result, text handling is crucial in 
making decisions. Sentiment analysis has surfaced as a method for analyzing Twitter data. In this paper, we 
collected a Kaggle dataset on multimedia-text information. It contains three variants: neutral, positive, 
negative. First, we used Deep Learning methods to clean the text data. Later, we applied Convolutional neural 
networks and recurrent neural networks with LSTM techniques for classifying multimedia-text in three 
different ways: positive, negative sentiment analysis. As we didn’t want the neutral so we dropped the neutral
and only considered the positive and negative sentiment. We achieved a good accuracy for the classification 
of positive and negative. 

INDEX TERMS: 

Deep Learning, Sentimental Analysis, Convolutional Neural Network, Long-Short Term Memory,  Recurrent 
neural networks. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: 

1.1. MOTIVATION 
 
The popularization of the Internet has brought the extreme convenience of information exchange. Hot issues 
can trigger a great quantity discussion on the Internet in a short time. The collection, analysis and response of 
the public opinion is called public opinion analysis. Its key technology is emotion classification, which is an 
important subtask in natural language processing. Because of the top trending search mechanism and public 
discussion feature of social media, the objects of online public opinion analysis are selected from Twitter, 
Weibo and other social media. Text emotion classification technology has developed by leaps and bounds 
over the years. Since bidirectional encoder representation from transformers (BERT) [1] published in 2018, 
the state of the art of natural language processing (NLP) each sub-tasks are monopolized by models based on 
Transformer and pre-training. That is because, on the one hand, the Transformer network has good parallel 
computing ability and has the advantages such as coding by location are very suitable for NLP tasks [2], on 
the other hand, the two- stage mode of sub-tasks after the pre-training can improve the effect of text 
processing. 
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Abstract 

The trend of shifting practically all real-world operations to the cyberworld has been developing in recent years due 
to the increased use of mobile devices. Due to the Internet's anonymous nature, even though it simplifies our daily lives,
it also leads to numerous security breaches. The majority of attacks can be avoided by using firewall and antivirus 
software. However, skilled attackers aim to exploit computer users' vulnerabilities by sending them phoney websites. To 
steal sensitive information like user names, passwords, bank account numbers, credit card details, and more, these pages 
mimic well-known social media, e-commerce, banking, and other websites. A number of solutions, including a blacklist, 
rule-based detection, anomaly-based detection, etc., but they are not giving the accurate results. This    paper will discuss 
the machine learning algorithms such as SVM, gradient boosting, Random Forest, XG boost and naive bayes by applying 
all these algorithms on the dataset and the best algorithm having the best precision and accuracy is selected for the phishing 
website detection. This work can provide more effective defenses for phishing attacks of the future.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

 We do the majority of our work on digital platforms in our daily lives. Our personal and professional lives are made 
easier by using computers and the internet in numerous ways. It enables us to finish our transactions and operations rapidly 
in a variety of industries, including banking, aviation, health, education, communication, research, and other technical 
fields as well as the arts and public services. Since the advent of mobile and wireless technologies, users that require 
access to a local network can now quickly and simply connect to the Internet from any location. Despite the fact that this
circumstance is really convenient, it has exposed major information security flaws. Users in cyberspace must now take 
precautions to protect themselves from such threats. 

Cybercriminals, pirates, non-malicious (white-capped) attackers, and hacktivists are only a few examples of those that 
carry out attacks [1]. The objective is to get access to the computer, the data it holds, or to collect personal data in various 
methods. Morris Worm, an internet worm, was used to launch the attacks, which have continued to this day. Fraud, 
forgery, coercion, shakedowns, hacking, service blocking, virus software, illicit digital materials, and social engineering 
are the major targets of these attacks [2]. Attackers try to obtain a lot of data and/or money by targeting a broad spectrum 
of users. Kaspersky's statistics indicates that, depending on the size of the attack, the average cost of an attack in 2021 
will be close to $5 billion. The average cost of an assault in 2019 is between $ 108K and $ 1.4 billion, according to 
Kaspersky's research, depending on the scale of the attack. A further $ 124 billion is spent annually on goods and services 
related to global security [3]. 

Among these assaults, "phishing attacks" are the most pervasive and important. The use of email or other social 
networking contact channels by cybercriminals in this kind of assault is particularly prevalent. The main aim is to steal 
the sensitive information like user personal information or the bussiness information. Every attacker choosing the phishing 
because it is simple and there is no need of virus software for it.                                                                                                     Attackers 
trick people into becoming victims by making it appear as though the post came from a reputable organisation, such a 
bank, an online store, or another comparable entity.  They attempt to access their sensitive data in this way [4]. After 
exploiting this information, attackers get access to their victims' accounts. As a result, it results in financial loss as well 
as intangible losses. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Network architecture called a "software-defined network" (SDN) allows for the virtual construction and 
design of hardware components. The configuration of network connections can be changed dynamically. 
Since the link in the traditional network is fixed, changes cannot be made on the fly. Although SDN is a sound 
strategy, DDoS attacks can still happen. Internet users are at risk from the DDoS attack. The machine learning 
algorithm is useful for preventing DDoS attacks. Multiple systems working together to simultaneously target 
a specific server constitute a DDoS attack. When using SDN, the infrastructure layer's devices are controlled 
by software from the control layer, which is centrally located and connected to both the application and 
infrastructure layers. In this article, we suggest using Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
machine learning techniques to identifying harmful traffic Our test results demonstrate that the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree algorithms offer superior accuracy and detection rates.  

KEYWORDS:  

Security, Distributed Denial of Service(DDoS), Machine Learning, Software defined network (SDN), Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree.  

INTRODUCTION 

A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is a malicious attempt to obstruct a targeted server's, service's, 
or network's regular traffic by saturating the target or its surrounding infrastructure with a torrent of Internet 
traffic. Several compromised computer systems are used as sources of attack traffic in DDoS attacks to achieve 
efficacy. Computers and other networked devices, including IoT gadgets, can be exploited machinery. A 
DDoS assault might be compared to an unforeseen traffic congestion that blocks the roadway from a distance, 
preventing ordinary traffic from reaching its destination. With networks of Internet-connected devices, DDoS 
attacks are conducted. These networks are made up of computers and other devices infected with malware, 
such as Internet of Things (IoT) devices, allowing an attacker to remotely manage them. A collection of these 
devices is known as a botnet, and each individual device is referred to as a bot (or zombie). An attacker can 
control an attack once a botnet has been established by sending each bot remote instructions. Each bot in the 
botnet sends queries to the IP address of the victim's server or network while it is being targeted by the botnet, 
which may overwhelm the victim's server or network and disrupt normal traffic. Separating attack traffic from 
regular traffic can be challenging because each bot is a valid Internet device.  

A website or service suddenly becoming delayed or unavailable is the most evident sign of a DDoS assault. 
However, since numerous factors, including a real increase in traffic, might result in performance problems, 
more research is typically needed. You can recognize some of these DDoS assault telltale signals using traffic 
analytics tools, unusual spikes in traffic to a single page or endpoint, suspicious quantities of traffic coming 
from a single IP address or IP range, or a flood of users with the same device, geographic location, or web 
browser version. Unusual traffic patterns, such as spikes at strange times of day or patterns that seem abnormal 
(such as a spike every ten minutes), Depending on the type of assault, there are further, more precise 
indications of DDoS attack.  
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A B S T R A C T   

The heat transfer phenomenon subject to thermos-diffusion effects convey important applications in the heating 
processes, extrusion systems, chemical processes and various engineering systems. The objective of current work 
is to observe the contribution of Soret and Dufour effects in oscillating shield for cross diffusion ow. The 
perpendicular shield with oscillating motion induced the ow. The magnitude of oscillations is assumed to be 
small so that laminar ow due to oscillating shield has been resulted. The motivations for addressing the 
thermos-diffusion phenomenon due to oscillating of shield are due to applications in oscillatory pumps, moving 
surface, metal detectors, power systems etc. The dimensionless problem is obtained via introducing the appro-
priate set of variables. The numerical outcomes are suggested by using the most interesting explicit �nite dif-
ference scheme. The physical illustration for ow parameters is presented. Moreover, the aspect of physical 
quantities involving the ow are graphically reported.   

1. Introduction 

The heat transfer is the key factor in all industrial and engineering 
processes. The thermal phenomenon in heavy industries and engineer-
ing systems is based on applications of heat transfer. The applications of 
heat transfer are commonly observed in nuclear systems, solar energy, 
climate control, thermal processes, materials processing, chemical re-
action, insulation, power station engineering etc. The uctuation in heat 
transfer in various con�gurations is important and discussed widely by 
researchers. Nazir et al. [1] observed the improved thermal model with 
enhancing heat transfer effects with hybrid nanomaterial. Sohail et al. 
[2] contributed the heat transfer evaluation for Casson uid in view of 
uctuated thermal constraints. Bilal et al. [3] examined the heat transfer 
observations for Darcy‒Forchheimer ow. The optimized aspect of heat 
transfer with theoretical outcomes was inspected by Sohail et al. [4]. 
Dawar and Acharya [5] reported the heat transmission with nanolayer 

due to revolving of sphere. Acharya et al. [6] investigated the aspect of 
thermal phenomenon with interaction of nanoliquid for mixed convec-
tion ow. Dero et al. [7] reported the stable pattern of heat transfer 
under injection features. Acharya [8] explored the heat transfer appli-
cations in enclosure supported with �ns due to buoyancy forces. In 
another heat transfer problem, Acharya [9] examined the control of 
thermal transport due to inclined disk with heat transfer obsevrations. Li 
et al. [10] presented observations for Hall features of heat transfer 
phenomenon with Jeffrey nanouid ow. 

The combined heat and mass transfer phenomenon is important in 
various engineering processes and industrial transport. The phenome-
non of heat and mass transfer contributed a signi�cant application in 
thermal systems, power generation, energy systems, diagnoses of dis-
eases, HVAC, cooling processes, solar systems, monospacing processes 
etc. Different research model has been endorsed by researchers to 
illustrating the object of heat and mass transfer phenomenon. For 
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION ON UNSTEADY MHD 
CONVECTIVE FLOW OF A CASSON FLUID THROUGH 

A VERTICAL PLATE FILLED WITH UNIFORM 
POROUS MEDIUM 

 

Abstract 

We investigate the effects of thermal radiation, heat generation/ 
absorption, first-order chemical reaction, and thermal diffusion on the 
MHD convective flow of a Casson fluid passing through a vertical 
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English Language Acquisition through Comparative 
Literature 

 

Dr. M. Praveena 
 

Assistant Professor, Annamacharya Institute of Technology and Sciences, Rajampet 
 

Abstract 
 
Comparative literature facilitates amalgamation of cultures, traditions and nations bringing them all onto 
one common front. Reader gets an opportunity to compare and contrast these major features realizing 
cultural and religious sensitivity. When regional literatures are compared with English literature, reader 
may have a broader scope to learn English language from the context. Through this, reader may gain 
functional and practical English. Thus, my paper throws light on comparative literature between regional 
and English literatures with a note of practical and functional English acquisition. 
 
Key Words: Comparative literature, Regional languages, Language acquisition, Functional English and 
Cultural sensitivity 
 
Comparative literature, as one is aware, draws comparisons and contrasts with many aspects of literature 
as well as life. Besides, it also facilitates language acquisition. One may wonder how this will be 
possible. If the comparison is made between regional literature and English literature, reader with that 
regional language background can find a clue about how such intentions can be expressed in his 
language and in turn how can they be conveyed in English. In this context, it should be remembered that 
translated works also serve the stated purpose but in a different way. When a work in regional language 
is translated into English, it’s a linear process and messages are straightly translated into it. If the same 
work is compared with an English one with more or less similar backdrop, it helps the reader to find 
subtle differences between the portrayals of the themes. Variety of expression exhibiting cultural 
modalities, religious sentiments and traditional differences can be observed and learned.  
It has long been recognized that the ‘comparative literature’ has casually been used by Mathew Arnold 
in 1840s. During this long journey, it has undergone many tussles. At present it is enjoying an exclusive 
status of eradicating borders between nations. Globalization also contributed a lot for this positive 
impact.   
 
When it comes to English language, it has almost pervaded the world turning it into a global village. In 
this globalized and privatized world, one can survive by changing one’s self in accordance with the 
prevailing circumstances. No doubt, person with proficiency in English language can outsmart others in 
this cut-throat competitive world.  

Language doesn’t mean phonetics and syntax alone. It has many paralinguistic features like accent, 
intonation, inflexion etc. All these are so significant in spoken communication but written 
communication requires intonation. One can understand these features by observing the native speakers 
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Abstract 
Complex Predicates (CPs hereafter) are multi-headed and are composed of more than one grammatical 
element (Alsina et al 1997). This paper concentrates on the composition of argument structure of 
Adjective/ Adverb plus Light Verb (LVs hereafter) CPs in Telugu which are traditionally called Conjunct 
Verbs. There has been very little work done on these two types of CPs, so this paper will address this 
interesting phenomenon syntactically as well as semantically in a better way. In general, as for nominal 
CPs, the argument structure depends on the preverbal noun in Telugu. Coming to adjectives and adverbs, 
can these preverbs decide the number of arguments of the CP they are part of or is it the LV which 
determines the number of arguments or do they have an equal share is the main concern of this study.  
 
1. Introduction 
One of the main components of a CP is an LV that carries inflections indicating tense, agreement, aspect 
and so on. LVs play a vital role in deciding the meaning of the whole predicate. Typically, LVs often 
indicate perfectivity (Hook 1991, 1993, sigh 1994) or inception/ completion (Butt 1995) and other 
semantic information such as forcefulness, suddenness, benefaction and volitionality (Hook 1974). They 
can also indicate displacement, loosing, transformation, separation and so on. The main concern of this 
paper is to find out what LVs can attach to what adjectives and adverbs and how the argument 
composition and transitivity of the entire predicate is determined.  
2. Complex Predicates in Telugu 
I. Adjective + Light Verb  forming CPs 
Telugu, the most wide-spread Dravidian language spoken in the Southern states of Andhra Pradesh and 
Telangana as official language,  allows both attributive and predicative adjectives. In the combination of 
adjective and LV construction, the agreement is always realised on the LV and not on the adjective which 
is the same case with other types of CPs too. Just like V+N and N+V, the order of this type too is not 
reversible. The LVs that go with adjectives are very limited in number and the very constructions of this 
type are very few. Let us look at the list of LVs that can go with adjectives. 
Light verb        Gloss     
paḍu                 to fall 
ekku                 to climb  
avvu                 to become     
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Abstract 

 
Aim: This research aim is to analyze an artificial intelligence platform that can be used in imparting education as 

well as evaluating student performance. Method: This research was conducted with a qualitative method by 

conducting in-depth interviews and a literature study. Results: The findings of this study shows that Artificial 

Intelligence technology can be used as a means of developing English learning for students. Discussion: There 

have been several studies that support research results, that AI can be used to improve students' English skills 

through applications, websites, Virtual Reality technology, and other AI-based learning and teaching systems. 

Limitation: The limitation of this research is that it does not examine how far the role of AI in students' English 

learning is. Suggestion: For further research, it is expected to test how far the role of AI is to improve students' 

English skills, especially Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Anantapuramu (JNTUA) 
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          Artificial intelligence, English language, English skills, higher education, online learning patterns
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a b s t r a c t 

Hyperfine structure ( hfs ) investigations have been performed on a forbidden transition of the Bi I emis- 

sion spectral line in the visible region at 15,437.49 cm 

−1 , between the levels 6p 3 4 S 3/2 and 6p 3 2 D 5/2, by 

means of a Fourier Transform spectrometer. Electrodeless discharge lamps (EDL) containing BiI 3 were uti- 

lized to generate the bismuth plasma. In these observations, all the 6 components of electric quadrupole 

( �F = ±2) transitions have been detected for the first time, in addition to the 12 components of mag- 

netic dipole ( �F = 0, ±1) transitions. Magnetic dipole constant ( A ) and electric quadrupole constant ( B ) 

have been derived for the combining levels. 

© 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

The selection rules and transition probabilities for atomic radi- 

ation have been well formulated for the electric dipole radiation 

which is significantly more intense than the higher order multi- 

pole transitions. Forbidden transitions are those transitions which 

do not follow these rules, having usually extremely weak tran- 

sition probabilities. Mrozowski [1] classified the forbidden lines 

as those with extremely small transition probabilities compared 

to the highest transition probabilities between levels of approxi- 

mately the same total quantum numbers in an atom. Such transi- 

tions have importance in fundamental physics and in astrophysics, 

as many lines detected in the spectra of terrestrial objects re- 

main un-classified. Bowen [2] has described such lines in terms 

∗ Corresponding authors. 

E-mail addresses: cashok@iittp.ac.in (C. Ashok), deo.mukuln@gmail.com (M.N. 

Deo) . 

of the transitions among low-lying metastable states and ground 

states of neutral and highly ionized atomic configurations. Subse- 

quently, Rubinowicz [3] utilized a second order radiation theory for 

electric quadrupole radiation to calculate selection rules for multi- 

pole radiation, which are different, not only from those for electric 

dipole radiation, but also for different order multipoles. Brinkman 

[4] showed that the first order term corresponding to a radiation 

of a magnetic dipole also contributes to the forbidden transitions. 

Since then, there have been many reports on the theory of forbid- 

den lines and substantial experimental work has been carried out 

[5–7] . 

The concentration of the atoms in the meta-stable states is pro- 

portional to the intensity of the forbidden lines. However, forbid- 

den lines can be relatively bright if they are produced by the de- 

cays of excited levels which cannot de-excite by an E1 (Electric 

dipole) transition. Thus, forbidden lines are important in nuclear 

spectroscopy, as often found to be more intense than allowed lines 

in the gamma-ray spectra. The intensity of these forbidden lines 
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The main aim of this article is to analyze the flow properties of energy and mass transport 
flow of ethylene glycol (C2H6O2) based nanofluid over an infinite porous plate. A constant 
velocity U0 is applied to the plate, and warmth and attention are unspecified to fluctuate 
harmonically as of a steady denote at the shield through occasion. Three kinds of fluid 
nanoparticles namely Cu-C2H6O2, CuO-C2H6O2 as well as TiO2-C2H6O2 nano fluids are used. 
Through graphs and tables, the impacts of different fluid flow parameters are examined. 
The new parameters added in this analysis are thermal radiation and the angle of 
inclination. The objective of this work is to derive exact solution by perturbation method 
and analyze the variations in the flow. The diffusion thermo parameter as well as the 
radiation absorption parameter have been observed to improve the speed, the hotness, 
plus the resistance between skin cells. An examination of the skin friction coefficient 
numerically in detail for the engineering industry. This development has main 
consequences for Particles of nanoscale. The solid particles have an elevated 
conductivity, which accounts for this of Cu, CuO than those of TiO2. In addition, by means 
of an augment in the substance response constraint, it is seen so as to the solutal border 
layer thickness decreases. 

Keywords: 

MHD; nanofluid; radiation 
absorption; Dufour effect; porous 
medium; chemical reaction 

 
1.Introduction 
 

Recently, attention has been drawn to mesoscopic approaches. The primary heat transmission 
method in many applications is free convection. Because of its many uses in businesses, electronics, 
solar energy, and the cooling of electrical and mechanical components, convection has an essential 
place in nature and engineering. Nanofluid may be suggested as a practical means of enhancing 
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ABSTRACT
ZnS nanomaterials were effectively synthesized by the chemical co-
precipitation method by using Zinc Acetate (Zn (CH3COO)2�2H2O),
sodium sulfide (Na2S) and Poly Vinyl Pyrollidine (PVP) as precursor
materials. The reactions were carried out at ambient temperature.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies confirmed the cubic zinc blende
shape of ZnS. Surface morphology of the prepared material was ana-
lyzed by scanning electron microscopic (SEM) and transmission elec-
tron microscopic (TEM) techniques. The average particle size of the
ZnS is found to be around 2 to 3 nm. Optical studies were carried
out to calculate band gap energy by using UV-visible spectroscopy.
The band gap energy of prepared ZnS nanoparticles is found to be
as 3.7 eV.
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1. Introduction

The semiconducting nanoparticles show a significant title part in photocatalytic [1]
hyperthermia [2] biomedical [3] and in LED applications [4]. The semiconducting
nanoparticles have an outstanding structural, electrical and magnetic properties [5]. In
recent years, the synthesis of II-VI semiconducting nanomaterials is the field of interest
due to their wide applications in optoelectronics and spintronic devices [6, 7]. Among
the II-VI semiconductor group, ZnS has significant wide bandgap and luminescence
properties, which have a vast range of applications [8]. Pristine ZnS nanomaterials are
noble in nature in which doping enhances their optical properties by enlarging band
gap energy. Pristine and doped ZnS nanomaterials are having structures, cubic Zinc
blende and wurtzite structures, respectively. The blende structured ZnS were highly
applied in the preparation of luminescence materials [8]. The literature reports showed
that the transition metal ion doped ZnS has potential applications in luminescent mate-
rials [9–13]. In this paper, we have reported the synthesis of pristine ZnS by the chem-
ical co-precipitation method. [11, 14–18]. Furthermore, the physical, morphological and
luminescence properties of ZnS nanoparticles were studied. The prepared ZnS semicon-
ducting nanoparticles opens the new avenues in the research on an optoelectronic
application.
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ABSTRACT: 
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder that is one of the leading causes of death globally. The current study 

aimed to determine the combined protective effect of Curcuma longa (CL) and Trigonella foenum-graecum 

(TFG) on alloxan-induced oxidative stress in liver tissue of albino Wister rats. Rats were divided into 8 groups 

with 6 individuals each. Group I served as control, group II, III and IV were treated with CL, TFG and CL+TFG 

respectively. Group V, VI, VII and VIII were alloxan-induced diabetic rats, whereas group V served as negative 

control and group VI, VII and VIII were treated with CL, TFG and CL+TFG respectively. Blood glucose, body 

weight, oxidative enzymes and histopathological changes were evaluated. Group V showed significant increase 

in blood glucose levels after induction of alloxan, whereas, group VI, VII and VIII showed significantly 

decreased levels. However, the best hypoglycaemic activity was found in group VIII. The body weights were 

slightly increased in groups II, III and IV after the treatment of plant extracts, whereas, decreased body weights 

were noticed in group V. though no significant weight changes were observed in groups VI, VII and VIII. A 

significant decrease in oxidative enzyme levels as compared to group V were recorded. The histopathological 

investigation of liver tissue showed morphological alteration in group V and ameliorative effects in group VI, 

VII and VIII due to administration of CL, TFG and CL+TFG. Therefore, the combined administration of CL+ 

TFG exhibits the highest hypoglycemic activity by reducing the oxidative enzyme levels and regeneration of 

liver tissue.  
 

KEYWORDS: Curcuma longa, Trigonella foenum-graecum, antidiabetic activity, oxidative enzymes, liver 

histology. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Diabetes mellitus, the disease which was least 

considered a few decades ago has now become the 

global problem of concern by being one of the leading 
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ABSTRACT

This study examines the behavior of a micropolar nanofluid flowing over a sheet in the presence of a transverse
magnetic field and thermal effects. In addition, chemical (first-order homogeneous) reactions are taken into
account. A similarity transformation is used to reduce the system of governing coupled non-linear partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs), which account for the transport of mass, momentum, angular momentum, energy and
species, to a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The Runge-Kutta method along with shoot-
ing method is used to solve them. The impact of several parameters is evaluated. It is shown that the micro-rota-
tional velocity of the fluid rises with the micropolar factor. Moreover, the radiation parameter can have a
remarkable influence on the flow and temperature profiles and on the angular momentum distribution.

KEYWORDS

Chemical (first order homogeneous) reaction; magnetohydrodynamics; micropolar; nanofluid; stretching/
shrinking sheet; heat source

Nomenclature
B0 Magnetic’s field strength
C Volume friction of nanoparticle
Cw Volume friction of nanoparticles at sheet
Cf Coefficient of friction skin factor
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
(ρCp) Fluid’s heat capacitance (JK−1m−3)
DT Coefficient of thermophoretic diffusion
DB Diffusion of Brownian motion
φ Volume fraction of nanoparticle
f(η) Dimensionless flow function
g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
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Abstract

The present paper examines the management student’s perception about higher education service quality. The main purpose 
of this paper is to study the Management Students perception towards higher education service quality in South India. Not 
only to analyze the higher education services but also to suggest better way to improve the higher education system in India. 
This paper using the three components models of service quality proposed by (Rust and Oliver 1994).It also attempted to 
analyze the service quality from corner to corner various factors placements, Information technology labs, library, Teaching 
methodology, College Principles, sports and health facilities, hostels of an institution. The population of the study is south 
India. The present study nature is descriptive in nature. Targeted audience are chosen using randomly sampling method 
and data was collected through a 24 item structured question is from 300 students from different institutions. The five point 
likert scales is used to administer the questionnaire. Data was analyzed using SPSS and hypothesis tested using T-test, F-test 
and Chi-square. The results showed that there is significant difference among between different demographical variables 
about higher education service quality and also student perceptions on higher education factors have the supreme influence 
on satisfaction. The Teaching methodology, Computer lab facilities and placement activities majorly influencing on higher 
education service quality in south India.

Keywords: higher education services student demographics quality

INTRODUCTION

On account of economic and demographic changes, the Indian higher education system is facing an unmatched transformation 
in the coming decade. By 2024 India will be the world’s largest economy. India will outpace China as a country with the 
largest territory- age population. The Indian education system has made a significant progression from fast decades. At 
the state and Central levels the government with various regulatory and activation bodies monitors the higher education 
institution with vision to ensure quality in education services despite their best of efforts quality of higher education is 
struggling to attend the global level of excellence in India (Guru born 2012) in the last decades more than 800 management 
institutions have been added and every year new institution receive role of all India council of technical education (AICTE) 
body to regulate technical education in the country. As of 2020, India has over 1000 universities, with a break up of 54 
central universities, 416 state universities, 125 deemed universities, 361 private universities and 159 Institutes of National 
Importance which include AIIMS, IIMs, IIITs, IISERs, IITs and NITs among others.

Service Quality in Higher Education: Quality in higher education is a key concern for all institutions across the world. 
Educational service quality dimension is the fundamental characteristic of educational excellence. The student’s perceived 
value is estimated by focusing on students learning and education experience and students being co-creators of value. So 
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Abstract
This study addresses the critical health risks faced by farmers owing to the use of harmful chemical pesticides in agricul-
ture. The primary objective is to create an effective solution to minimize these risks and reduce the use of pesticides. To 
achieve this, a smart irrigation system has been implemented by connecting various sensors, such as moisture sensors 
and thermal imagers through the Internet of Things. These sensors collect vital data on crop moisture levels and ther-
mal images that are securely stored in a cloud-based system. The data collected were subjected to extensive analysis 
to ensure accurate pesticide use and to identify specific pests affecting crops. In addition, the smart irrigation system 
includes an Android phone for remote monitoring and pesticide spray detection, thus offering a convenient remote-
based operating system for farmers. This innovative system not only proved to be cost-effective but also proved to be 
significantly more efficient than traditional methods, resulting in reduced labor costs. Importantly, it not only addressed 
the health risks associated with pesticide use but also led to a significant reduction in overall pesticide use in agriculture. 
This research provides a comprehensive and effective approach to address the health risks farmers face from harmful 
pesticides, thereby promoting sustainable and safe farming practices for the future.

Article Highlights

• Agriculture revolution: Agricultural resource utiliza-
tion and environmental impacts will be minimized 
using Bluetooth-controlled disinfectant spraying 
robots and wireless irrigation systems. This innovative 
approach fundamentally transforms crop management 
by improving crop health, reducing pesticide use, and 
conserving waterthis innovative approach fundamen-
tally transforms crop management.

• Cost-Effective and Eco-Friendly: The system is also 
attractive from a financial standpoint because of its 
transformative potential and cost savings. By reduc-
ing labor costs and pesticide expenses, agricultural 
operations of all sizes can promote sustainable and 
eco-friendly agriculture.

• Adaptability in rural and urban areas: A game changer 
for modern agriculture is that this system can be 
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ABSTRACT: 

In order to guarantee reliable and safe blood transfusions, blood banks need to be properly managed. 

Blood bank management traditionally relies on manual techniques, which can result in errors and 

inefficiencies. An innovative system incorporating temperature and IR sensors within blood bank racks 

is proposed to address these challenges. Additionally, an Arduino interface is included to facilitate 

blood donation requests through GSM. Moreover, a Wi-Fi module allows for real-time data 

transmission to a central server, and a web-based display shows the status of blood stocks. In order to 

improve accuracy, reliability, and efficiency in blood bank management, this system automates and 

streamlines blood bank management. The care of patients will be enhanced as a result. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

A blood bank's management of blood bags received from blood donation events must be 

systematic and efficient. It is important to handle and treat blood bags carefully, since blood is a vital 

component of a person's life. Different components of the blood have specific functions, and every 

component has its own characteristics. India has an average of two blood transfusions every two 

seconds, according to statistics. Individuals experiencing trauma, including victims of accidents or 

burns, patients undergoing cardiac surgery, recipients of organ transplants, and premature new borns, 

as well as those undergoing therapeutic interventions for conditions such as cancer, leukaemia, sickle 

cell disease, and thalassemia. In relation to its blood needs, India is currently experiencing a 10% 

shortage of blood. This means that we must cover more than 12 lakh blood shortages. A lack of donors 

in India is surprising since the country's eligible donor population exceeds 512 million.  

Every minute, a vehicle collision happens in India, resulting in terrifying trauma situations. Every year, 

around 60 million operations are conducted in the country as a consequence of trauma. In addition, 

230 million major surgeries are performed, and 331 million cancer-related procedures are performed. 

Blood units for various medical procedures are in short supply in India due to the waste of more than 

10 million litres of blood every day. In order to address this critical issue, it is imperative that advanced 

technologies are deployed for efficient management of blood banks. It is crucial to have a blood bank 

management system in place in times of emergency so that the blood search process can be simplified 

and automated. Also, accurate blood stock records can be maintained with it. By reducing wastage, 

optimizing blood utilization, and providing better access to blood units for patients in need, such 

systems can reduce the need for blood units. In order to ensure safe and timely access to blood 

transfusions in India, it is essential to develop efficient and innovative management systems for blood 

banks. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM: 

Blood supply status and refrigerator temperature are closely monitored by an embedded system 

inside the blood bank. Service and administration domains are included in the proposed system. An 

Arduino Mega with a Wi-Fi module serves as a gateway for the blood bank's service domain along 

with IR sensors and temperature sensors. Information about the blood bank is processed and analyzed 
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ABSTRACT 

Object & People identification is difficult part in contemporary Surveillance system in dark, dark-

time Surveillance is important for safety and security purpose Surveillance has become an important 

task in recent time mainly due to the increasing of crime rates several studies have attempted to 

automatically identified people and object, introducing into restricted areas by using Infrared 

Cameras. In this paper we used CNN (convolution neural network) based pixel-wise classified for 

fine-grained Person identification was implemented object identification model using YOLO (you 

only look once) for vision of Thermal and Visible images by improving the Performance, Person & 

object identification from Infrared images and Performance better when images are trained carefully 

with various features. 

 

Keywords: Person identification, CNN, Object identification, Infrared image, Thermal images, deep 

learning and YOLO.   

 

Introduction:  

In the recent time of object identification more strong and advanced Surveillance system are 

requseted, a Security surveillane system is incomplete without automatic classification of objects that 

are in the streets the development and locating image processing have been great help in observing 

objects however detecting objects people in dark still remains a dare having automated warning 

system to detect interloper is crucial for both safety and general public and the safety security of 

restricted areas, one of the most important applications for dark-time intrusion warning is drowning 

prevention. According to the world Health organisation (who) 3,72,000 people die due to drowning 

accidents every year [1] Finding some pedestrians in during travelling in dark in present road traffic 

one of the main problems is road capacity. There are four major causes of that happening [2] Poor 

planning of transport routes existence of gridlock [3] on a human being humans have been identified 

as responsible for about 92% 0f accidents it shows that it is most dependant on a human being in a 

study conducted by the Virginia technology institute of transport[4] it was shown the driver fatigue 

was the cause of 20% of accidents .To prevent accidents vehicle constructions are finding new 

Solutions are introduced however it is the driver who becomes the weakest link in the security bond 

on the road underrated the increasing development faith to car safety.  

To address this problem deep learning approaches based on convolution neural networks (CNN) 

have recently been Presented for person identification in Infrared images obtained by some 

researches [5] [6] [7] [8] these deep learning approaches can enhance the object identification 

performance in Infrared images since the increased model complexity leads to better learning 

capacity. Several studies have developed Infrared image datasets such KAIST [8], CVC-14 [9], and 

LSI [10] the ability of human vision to see in the dark   to help the human while driving many 

manfactures equip their vehicles special structures like crumple zones that are designed to structural 

safety feature for vehicles with on-board driver assistant systems known as (ADAS) it stands for 

Automated Advanced Driver Assistance System that observed for authors used the DAS acronym. 

The inability of human vision to see in dark has not only little for our work organization  it also had 

increased crime and offense in dark time there are several system that used to identified the objects 

and their movement in the dark time but they suffer from wrong Predection when planning and 
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Abstract 

 

Crash testing plays a crucial role in ensuring the safety and reliability of automotive vehicles. Traditional crash 

test methods rely heavily on physical experiments, which can be time-consuming, expensive, and often limited in 

their ability to provide detailed information about the dynamic behavior of a vehicle during a crash. In recent 

years, there has been a growing interest in the development of simulation models that can accurately predict the 

behavior of vehicles during a crash, thereby reducing the need for extensive physical testing. This research aims 

to enhance crash testing methodologies by incorporating sensor-embedded bumpers into the simulation process, 

with a focus on utilizing the LS-DYNA software package. The integration of advanced sensor technology into the 

bumper design allows for the collection of real-time data during a crash, enabling more accurate and reliable 

simulation models. The first phase of the research involves the development of a sensor-embedded bumper 

prototype capable of measuring key parameters such as impact force, acceleration, and deformation. The bumper 

design incorporates high-precision sensors strategically placed to capture critical data points during a crash event. 

These sensors are carefully calibrated and synchronized with the LS-DYNA simulation environment to ensure 

accurate representation of the crash dynamics. The second phase focuses on the implementation of the sensor-

embedded bumpers within the LS-DYNA simulation framework. Advanced algorithms are employed to 

seamlessly integrate the real-time sensor data into the simulation models, enhancing the accuracy and reliability 

of the crash simulations. Furthermore, the collected data from the sensor-embedded bumpers are utilized to 

validate and calibrate the simulation models, thereby improving their predictive capabilities. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of the enhanced crash testing methodology, a comprehensive series of simulations and physical 

crash tests are conducted. A range of crash scenarios, including frontal, side, and rear impacts, are considered to 

assess the performance and reliability of the sensor-embedded bumper approach. The results are compared with 

traditional crash testing methods, and the advantages and limitations of the proposed methodology are discussed. 

The outcomes of this research are expected to contribute to the development of more reliable simulation models 

for crash testing. The integration of sensor-embedded bumpers enhances the accuracy of crash simulations, 

enabling automotive manufacturers to optimize vehicle safety designs and reduce the need for extensive physical 

testing. Ultimately, this research aims to improve overall vehicle safety and support the ongoing efforts to enhance 

occupant protection in automotive crashes. 

 

Keywords: Crash testing, Sensor-embedded bumpers, LS-DYNA, Simulation models. 
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